
Welcome to IMPA  
 
 
IMPA is one of the most renowned research institutions in Latin 
America and has exerted a profound impact in Brazilian 
Mathematics during the 56 years of its existence. The institute is 
nestled in the Tijuca Forest natural park and within walking 
distance of the Botanical Garden. 
 
 

XX Escola de Algebra 
 
 
The XX Escola de Algebra is the most recent edition of an event 
that every two years congregates the Brazilian algebraists, their 
students and collaborators, and renowned foreign mathematicians.  
 
The area of Algebra is one of the most traditional, important and 
fundamental in Mathematics. It comprises Ring Theory, Group 
Theory, Number Theory, the Theory of Algebras and their 
Representations, Algebraic Geometry, Commutative Algebra, 
among others, all represented in Brazil by internationally 
recognized researchers. Knowledge in Algebra is used in other 
branches of Mathematics, like Geometry and Topology, as well as 
in Physics and in the most diverse applications; for instance, 
cryptographic methods based on algebraic structures are used in the 
reliable transmission of data by cellular telephones and through the 
web.  
 
The XX Escola de Algebra will take place at IMPA, the National 
Institute for Pure and Applied Mathematics, in Rio de Janeiro from 
the 11th to the 15th of August, 2008. More than 200 people are 
expected to take part in what is undoubtedly to be a very productive 
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gathering spanning all the fields of Algebra. Five minicourses, 16 
plenary lectures, 50 session lectures and almost 30 posters will be 
the foreground to plenty of mathematical discussions that will 
hopefully lead to many collaborations. 
 
 
Please find below some useful information that could help make 
your stay more enjoyable. 
 

 Computational Facilities: 
The participants can use the computers on the Hall of the 2nd floor 
or those in rooms 130 and 132. 
 
• The login is guest01, guest02 or guest03 
• The password is alge2008 
 
We also have wireless (WIFI) connection. The ESSID of the 
network is impa-wl and the password is impacastorina. 
 

 Location of IMPA: 
IMPA is located near the Botanical Garden in the city of Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil. 
The address is: 
Estrada Dona Castorina, 110 – CEP: 22460-320 Rio de Janeiro, 
RJ – Brasil. 
 
However, many cab drivers may need the following instructions 
which we reproduce in Portuguese: 
 
HORTO, Por Favor: Vou para o IMPA na Estrada Dona 
Castorina, 110. 
NO FINAL da Rua PACHECO LEÃO à DIREITA DEPOIS do 
PONTO FINAL da LINHA DE ONIBUS 409. 
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 Public Transportation: 

 
How to get to IMPA: 
 
The easiest and most cost effective (time wise) way to get to IMPA 
is by cab as described above. However, if you prefer to use public 
transportation see the next paragraph. 
 
 
 
• From Copacabana: 
 
You can use the bus line 125 (Jardim Botânico) from Avenida 
Princesa Isabel or Rua Barata Ribeiro and get off at the final stop. 
You should then walk uphill to Estrada Dona Castorina; IMPA is 
on the right hand side.  
 
Since the 125 bus is somewhat infrequent, it is usually faster to 
follow a different route. Take the 572 or 584 bus and get off on 
Rua Jardim Botânico at the stop near ABBR and the “Pão de 
Açúcar” supermarket. Then, walk to Rua Lopes Quintas (which 
crosses Rua Jardim Botânico), go to the bus stop near the 
newsstand, take a 409 or 125 bus and get off at the final stop. From 
then on, follow the instructions at the end of the previous 
paragraph. 
 
• From Ipanema and Leblon 
 
You can use the bus line 125 (to Jardim Botânico) from Rua 
Prudente de Moraes (Ipanema), Avenida General San Martin 
(Leblon), or Avenida Bartolomeu Mitre (Leblon) and get off at the 
final stop. You should then walk uphill to Estrada Dona Castorina; 
IMPA is on the right hand side. 
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Since the 125 bus is somewhat infrequent, it is usually faster to 
follow a different route. Take the 572, 512 or 584 bus and get off 
on Rua Jardim Botânico at the stop near ABBR and the “Pão de 
Açúcar” supermarket. Then, walk to Rua Lopes Quintas (which 
crosses Rua Jardim Botânico), go to the bus stop near the 
newsstand, take a 409 or 125 bus and get off at the final stop. From 
then on, follow the instructions at the end of the previous 
paragraph. 
 
• From Flamengo, Botafogo and Humaitá 
 
You can use the bus line 409 (Sans Pena – Horto) from Praia do 
Flamengo (Flamengo Beach), Praia de Botafogo (Botafogo Beach) 
or Rua Humaitá, and get off at the final stop. Then walk uphill to 
Estrada Dona Castorina; IMPA is on the right hand side. 
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Mini-Course Speakers 

1- Yuriy Drozd 
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Ukraine 

2- Olga Kharlampovich 
McGill University, Canada 

3- Ivan Penkov 
Jacobs University Bremen, Germany 

4- Jason Starr 
Sony Brook University, U.S.A. 

5- Israel Vainsencher & Éden Amorim 
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil 
 
 
Plenary Speakers 

1- Flavio Coelho  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil   

2- Alberto Conte  
University of Torino, Italy   

3- Severino Collier Coutinho  
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  

4- Gerhard Frey  
University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany   

5- Fritz Grunewald  
Dusseldorf, Alemanha   

6- Abramo Hefez  
Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil   

7- Dessislava Kochloukova  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil   

8- Massimiliano Mella  
University of Ferrara, Italy  
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POSTERS
Hall of 2nd Floor

Monday:

José Gilvan de Oliveira
Maurício Ferreira
Jaime Edmundo Apaza Rodriguez
Victor Hugo Jorge Perez
Alegria Gladys Chalom de Oliveira
Eduardo Tengan

Tuesday:

Angelo Calil Bianchi
Humberto Luiz Talpo
Juliane Capaverde
Tiago Macedo
Antônio Aparecido de Andrade
Manuela Souza
Vítor Ferreira
Trajano Pires da Nóbrega Neto
Lúcia Murakami

Thursday:

Divane Dantas
José Antônio de Freitas
Gabriel Araujo Guedes
Erminia Fanti
Marcela Silva
Olena Drozd-Koroleva
Igor Lima
Paula Veloso

Friday:

Douglas Maioli
Thiago de Mello
José Mijares
Marcelo Fidélis
Daniela Prata
Vladimir Kupriyanov
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SESSION 3
Auditorium 2

Monday:

16:30-16:55: Ragni Piene (Oslo University)
17:00-17:25: Danielle Gondard (Universite Paris 6)
17:30-17:55: Jorge Vitório Pereira (Instituto de Matematica Pura e Aplicada)
18:00-18:15: Hemar Godinho (Universidade de Brasilia)
18:15-18:30: Ronie Peterson Dario (Universidade Estadual de Campinas)

Tuesday:

16:30-16:55: Marc Hindry (Universite Paris 7)
17:00-17:25: Marina Marchisio (Universita` di Torino)
17:30-17:55: Amílcar Pacheco (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro)
18:00-18:15: Flaviana Ribeiro (Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora)
18:15-18:30: Cícero Carvalho (Universidade Federal de Uberlândia)

Thursday:

16:30-16:55: Letterio Gatto (Politecnico di Torino)
17:00-17:25: Florian Breuer (Stellenbosch University)
17:30-17:55: Antonio Laface (Universidad de Concepción)
18:00-18:15: Victor Gonzalo Lopez Neumann (Universidade Federal de Uberlândia)
18:15-18:30: Marco Pacini (Universidade Federal Fluminense)

Friday:

15:30-15:55: Bruno Kahn (Institut de Mathematiques de Jussieu)
16:00-16:25: Dan Avritzer (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
16:30-16:45: Renato Martins (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
16:45-17:00: Francesco Noseda (Instituto de Matematica Pura e Aplicada)
17:00-17:15: Taíse Santiago  (Universidade Estadual de Feira de Santana)
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9- Andrei Rapinchuk  
University of Virginia, USA   

10- Paulo Ribenboim  
Queen's University, Canada  

11- Ivan Shestakov  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil   

12- Said Sidki  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  

13- Aron Simis  
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil   

14- Joseph Oesterlé  
University of Paris, France   

15- Mikhail Zaicev  
Moscow State University, Russia   

16- Efim Zelmanov  
University of San Diego, USA  

 

Session 1 Speakers 

1- Sandra Mara Alves  
Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais  

2- Regina Maria de Aquino  
Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, Brazil   

3- Viktor Bekkert  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil  

4- Frank Michael Forger  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

5- Alexander Grishkov  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

6- Dijana Jakelic  
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA  
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7- Plamen Koshlukov  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

8- Marcelo Lanzilotta  
Universidad de la Republica, Uruguay   

9- Fedor Malikov  
University of Southern California, USA  

10- Eduardo Marcos  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

11- Adriano Adrega de Moura  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

12- Tihomir Petrov  
Courant Institute, USA  

13- Alveri Alves Sant'Ana  
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil  

14- Viviane Ribeiro Tomaz da Silva  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil   

15- Angela Valenti  
University of Palermo, Italy   

16- Dmitri Vassilevich  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil   

17- Onofrio de Vincenzo  
University of Bari, Italy  

18- Ana Cristina Vieira  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil   

 

Session 2 Speakers 

1- Raul Behs 
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil 

2- Osnel Broche Cristo  
Universidade Federal de Lavras, Brazil  
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SESSION 2
Auditorium 1

Monday:

16:30-17:20: Alexei Karssilnikov (Universidade de Brasilia)
17:20-18:00: Aline Pinto (Universidade de Brasilia)
18:00-18:30: Olivier Siegenthaler (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne)

Tuesday:

16:30-17:20: César Polcino Milies (Universidade de São Paulo)
17:20-18:00: Mikhajolo Dokuchaev (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística da USP)
18:00-18:15: Édson Iwaki (Universidade Federal do Abc)

Thursday:

16:30-17:20: Volodymyr Kyrychenko (Kiev Taras Shevchenko University)
17:20-18:00: Pavel Shumyatsky (Universidade de Brasilia)

Friday:

16:30-17:20: Victor Gerasimov (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
17:20-17:35: Raul Behs (Universidade de Brasilia)
17:40:17:55: Osnel Broche Cristo (Universidade Federal de Lavras)
18:00-18:15: Josimar Rocha (Universidade Estadual de Goiás)
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SESSION 1
Auditorium Ricardo Mañé

Monday:

16:30-17:00: Onofrio di Vincenzo (Università Degli Studi di Bari)
17:00-17:30: Plamen Koshlukov (Universidade Estadual de Campinas)
17:30-18:00: Ana Cristina Vieira (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
18:00-18:20: Sandra Mara Alves (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)
18:20-18:40: Viviane Tomaz da Silva (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)

Tuesday:

16:30-17:00: Frank Michael Forger (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística - USP-São Paulo)
17:00-17:30: Tihomir Petrov (University of California)
17:30-18:00: Angela Valenti (Università di Palermo)
18:00-18:20: Alexander Grishkov (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística - USP-São Paulo)
18:20-18:40: Alveri Sant'Ana (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul)

Thursday:

16:30-17:30: Fedor Malikov (University of South Florida)
17:30-18:00: Dijana Jakelic (University of Illinois at Chicago)
18:00-18:30: Adriano de Moura (Universidade Estadual de Campinas)
18:30-19:00: Dmitri Vassilevich (Instituto de Física da USP)

Friday:

15:30-16:00: Eduardo Marcos (Universidade de São Paulo)
16:00-16:20: Marcelo Lanzilotta (Universidad de la Republica)
16:20-16:40: Viktor Bekkert (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
16:40-17:00: Regina Maria de Aquino (Universidade Federal do Espirito Santo)
17:00-17:20: Roldão da Rocha (Universidade Federal do Abc)
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3- Mikhajolo Dokuchaev  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

4- Victor Guerassimov  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais   

5- Edson Iwaki  
Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil  

6- Alexei Karssilnikov  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  

7- Volodymyr Kyrychenko  
University of Kiev, Ukraine  

8- Aline Pinto  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  

9- Cesar Polcino  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

10- Josimar Rocha  
Universidade Estadual de Goiás, Brazil  

11- Pavel Shumyatsky  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  

12- Olivier Siegenthaler  
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland  

 

Session 3 Speakers 

1- Dan Avritzer  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil  

2- Florian Breuer  
University of Stellenbosch, South Africa  

3- Cicero Carvalho  
Universidade Federal de Uberlândia, Brazil  

4- Ronie Peterson Dario  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  
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5- Letterio Gatto  
Politecnico di Torino, Italy  

6- Hemar Godinho  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  

7- Danielle Gondard  
University of Paris, France  

8- Marc Hindry  
University of Paris, France  

9- Bruno Kahn  
University of Paris, France  

10- Antonio Laface  
University of Concepción, Chile  

11- Marina Marchisio  
University of Torino, Italy  

12- Renato Vidal Martins  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil  

13- Victor Gonzalo Lopez Neumann  
Universidade Federal de Uberlândia, Brazil  

14- Francesco Noseda  
Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil   

15- Amílcar Pacheco  
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  

16- Marco Pacini  
Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil  

17- Jorge Vitório Pereira  
Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil  

18- Flaviana Ribeiro  
Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora, Brazil  

19- Ragni Piene  
University of Oslo, Norway   

20- Taíse Santiago   
Universidade Estadual  de Feira de Santana, Brazil  
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PLENARY TALKS
Auditorium Ricardo Mañé

Monday:

11:10-12:00: Efim Zelmanov (University of California, San Diego)
14:00-14:50: Alberto Conte (Universita` di Torino)
15:00-15:50: Said Sidki (Universidade de Brasilia)

Tuesday:

10:10-11:00: Paulo Ribenboim (Queens University)
11:10-12:00: Severino Collier Coutinho (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro)
14:00-14:50: Mikhail Zaicev (Universidade Lomonosov de Moscou)
15:00-15:50: Massimiliano Mella (Università Degli Studi di Ferrara)

Wednesday:

10:10-11:00: Fritz Grunewald (Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
11:10-12:00: Abramo Hefez (Universidade Federal Fluminense)

Thursday:

10:10-11:00: Joseph Oesterle (Université Paris VI (Pierre et Marie Curie))
11:10-12:00: Andrei Rapinchuk (University of Virginia)
14:00-14:50: Aron Simis (Universidade Federal de Pernambuco)
15:00-15:50: Ivan Shestakov (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística - USP-São Paulo)

Friday:

10:10-11:00: Flávio Coelho (Instituto de Matemática e Estatística - USP-São Paulo)
11:10-12:00: Dessislava Kochloukova (Universidade Estadual de Campinas)
14:00-14:50: Gerhard Frey (Univesitaet Duisburg-Essen)

MINICOURSES
Auditorium 1
08:00-08:50: Éden Amorim and Israel Vainsencher (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)
09:00-09:50: Jason Starr (State University of New York at Stony Brook )

Auditorium 2
08:00-08:50: Ivan Penkov (Jacobs University Bremen)
09:00-09:50: Yuriy Drozd (Institute of Mathematics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine)

Auditorium Ricardo Mañé
09:00-09:50: Olga Kharlampovich (Mcgill University)
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Let K be a field of characteristic π ≥ 0 and λ ∈ K be a transcendental element
over its prime subfield GF (π). Let G be a group. Given a nontrivial bicyclic
unit 1 + (1 − a)bâ ∈ U(KG), we consider the generalized bicyclic unit 1 + λ(1 −
a)bâ ∈ U(KG). In this work, we consider the problem of whether the subgroup
〈(1 + λ(1 − a)bâ), (1 − λb)〉 of U(KG) is a free group in two contexts: first, when
char K = 0 and G is a non-Abelian finite group; and then when char K > 0 and
G is a non-Abelian torsion group.
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Posters 

1- Antonio Aparecido de Andrade  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil  

2- Angelo Calil Bianchi  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

3- Juliane Capaverde  
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil . 

4- Divane Dantas  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil  

5- Ermínia Fanti  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil  

6- Maurício Ferreira  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

7- Vítor Ferreira  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

8- Marcelo Fidélis  
Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil  

9- José Antônio de Freitas  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

10- Gabriel Araujo Guedes  
Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil  

11- Olena Drozd-Koroleva  
Kyiv National Taras Shevchenko University, Ukraine   

12- Vladimir Kupriyanov  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

13- Tiago Macedo  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

14- Igor Lima  
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil  
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15- Douglas Silva Maioli  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil  

16- Thiago de Mello  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

17- Jose Mijares  
Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Cientificas and 
Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela  

18- Lucia Murakami  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

19- Trajano Pires da Nóbrega Neto  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil  

20- Alegria Gladys Chalom de Oliveira  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  

21- José Gilvan de Oliveira  
Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, Brazil  

22- Victor Hugo Jorge Pérez  
Universidade de São Paulo em São Carlos, Brazil  

23- Daniela Prata  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil  

24- Jaime Edmundo Apaza Rodriguez  
Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil  

25- Marcela Silva  
Universidade de São Paulo em São Carlos, Brazil  

26- Manuela Souza  
Universidade Federal da Bahia  

27- Humberto Luiz Talpo  
Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil  

28- Eduardo Tengan  
Universidade de São Paulo em São Carlos, Brazil   

29- Paula Veloso  
Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil  
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ideais da filtração, já que para um mesmo anel A, R=(A) pode ter ou não geração
finita. Em 2007, graças ao trabalho de J. Herzog, H. Takayuki e N. V. Trung —
Symbolic Powers of monomial ideals and vertex cover algebras — é conhecido que
R=(K[x1, x2, . . . , xn]) é finitamente gerada para o caso em que In = J1

n∩J2
n∩. . .∩

Jr
n no qual {J1, J2, . . . , Jr} é uma coleção de ideais monomiais e K é um corpo.

Em particular, neste trabalho é mostrado que as álgebras de Rees simbólicas de
ideais monomiais de K[x1, x2, . . . , xn] sâo finitamente geradas.

(Advisor: Carlos Eduardo Nogueira Bahiano, Universidade Federal da Bahia,
Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Humberto Luiz Talpo
(Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil)
TITLE: Group theory and public key cryptography

ABSTRACT: Recently, several public key exchange protocols based on symbolic
computation in noncommutative groups (or semigroups) were proposed as a more
efficient alternative to well-established protocols based on numerical computation.
In this work we present some ideas that improve the security of key establishment
protocols based on the decomposition problem.

AUTHOR: Eduardo Tengan
(Universidade de São Paulo em São Carlos, Brazil)
TITLE: Indecomposable algebras over Qp(t)

ABSTRACT: Let K be a field and D be a (finite dimensional) division algebra
over K. We say that D is indecomposable if it cannot be written as the tensor prod-
uct of two nontrivial division algebras over K, and decomposable otherwise. The
first examples found in the thirties of division algebras D whose index indD is a
prime power different from its exponent expD were all decomposable algebras, and
for a while people believed that decomposability could explain all such examples.
But in the late seventies, Saltman and Amitsur–Rowen–Tignol produced indecom-
posable algebras with indD 6= expD, both prime powers. In the present work, we
construct examples of such indecomposable algebras over Qp(t), where Qp denotes
the field of the p-adic numbers.

(Joint work with E. Brussel and K. McKinnie.)

AUTHOR: Paula Veloso
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Free subgroups in the unit group of torsion group algebras

ABSTRACT: Necessary and sufficient conditions under which the group of units
U(KG) of the group ring KG does not contain a free subgroup of rank 2 are
established by Gonçalves (Canad. Math. Bull., 1984). Let G be a finite group. If
K is a field of characteristic zero, then U(KG) does not contain a free subgroup of
rank 2 if and only if G is abelian. In the case of a field K of positive characteristic
π, U(KG) does not contain a free subgroup of rank 2 if and only if either G is
abelian, or K is algebraic over its prime subfield GF (π), or G/Oπ(G) is abelian,
where Oπ(G) denotes the largest normal π-subgroup of G.
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não-singular de gênero 2. A demonstração apresentada usa resultados de A. Garcia
(Manuscr. Math. 1986) juntamente com apresentação expĺıcita de exemplos que
completam a lista parcial obtida por ele.

AUTHOR: Daniela Moura Prata
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Twisted representations of quivers

ABSTRACT: In this work we introduce the concept of quivers and representations
of quivers in the category of finite dimensional vector spaces. We will see how these
concepts are related to representations of finite dimensional associative algebras.
We also define twisted representations of quivers and relate the category of twisted
representations of a quiver Q with the category of representations of Q′, where Q′ is
constructed from Q. Our main result relates the category of twisted representations
of Q with the category of representations of Q′:

Theorem. The category of twisted representations of Q is equivalent of the
category of representations of Q′, where Q′ = (Q′

0, Q
′
1) is obtained from Q in the

following way:
– the set of vertices is the same, that is, Q′

0 = Q0;
– for each arrow a in Q1, Q′

1 possesses m = dimM arrows, a1, ..., am, such that
t′(aj) = t(a) and h′(aj) = h(a), where t′ ,h′ are the tail and head maps of Q′.

(Advisor: Marcos Jardim, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Marcela Silva
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Some properties of multiplicity sequence for arbibrary modules

ABSTRACT: Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring and E a finitely
generated R-submodule of the free module Rp. R. Callejas-Bedregal and V.H. Jorge
Pérez introduced a multiplicity sequence ck(E), k = 0, 1, . . . , d + p− 1 for E which
generalizes the Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity as well the Achilles–Manaresi multi-
plicity sequence that applies when E ⊆ R is an ideal. In this work it is proved that
if E has a null analytic spread, i.e., s = s(E) = 0 or the 1-forms of the Rees alge-
bra of E are contained in mS1(Rp), where S(Rp) is the symmetric algebra of Rp,
then cd+p−s−1(E) and cq(E) can be written as sum of determined Hilbert–Samuel
multiplicities.

(Joint with R. Callejas-Bedregal and V.H. Jorge Pérez.)

AUTHOR: Manuela da Silva Souza
(Universidade Federal da Bahia, Brazil)
TITLE: Finitude das álgebras de Rees associadas a filtrações monomiais

ABSTRACT: Seja A um anel comutativo com unidade e = = {In}n∈N uma
filtração multiplicativa em A. A A-álgebra R=(A) =

⊕∞
n=0 Intn é chamada álgebra

de Rees associada a =. Se considerarmos R=(A) como uma subálgebra de A[t] surge
naturalmente a pergunta: Uma vez que A[t] é uma A-álgebra finitamente gerada,
R=(A) possui geração finita? Em geral, a resposta é não. Diante da resposta
negativa, buscam-se hipóteses razoveis com o intuito de encontrar uma resposta
positiva que possa ser generalizada em função de caracteŕısticas e invariantes dos
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AUTHOR: Flávio Ulhoa Coelho
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Contravariantly finite subcategories closed under predecessors

ABSTRACT: Let A be an artin algebra and C be a subcategory of the category of
finitely generated A-modules modA which is closed under predecessors. The main
aim of this talk is to give some equivalent conditions to C being contravariantly
finite. Recall that a subcategory X of modA is contravariantly finite provided for
each M ∈ modA, there exists a morphism fM : XM −→ M with XM ∈ X such
that any morphism f : X −→ M with X ∈ X factors through fM . One of our main
results reads as follows. Denote by E the sum of all indecomposable Ext-injective
modules of C (which is a finitely generated A-module by a result by Assem).

Theorem. Let C be a full subcategory of indA, closed under predecessors. The
following conditions are equivalent:

– add C is contravariantly finite.
– C⊥ is covariantly finite.
– E is a cotilting CA-module.
– add C = Supp(−, E).
– Any morphism f : L → M with L ∈ C and M indecomposable not in C factors

through addE.

AUTHOR: Alberto Conte
(University of Torino, Italy)
TITLE: Some applications of the Lang–Segre theorem

ABSTRACT: We will give some applications of the Lang–Segre theorem on the
existence of rational sections of fibrations in complete intersections fulfilling suitable
conditions to some problems of unirationality for quartic and quintic hypersurfaces.
We will also discuss some possible examples of rationally connected varieties which
are not unirational.

AUTHOR: Severino Collier Coutinho
(Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
TITLE: Involutive quasi-minimal varieties in the cotangent bundle of
affine 3-space and applications.

ABSTRACT: In this talk I will sketch a constructive proof of the dimension three
case of a conjecture proposed by J. Bernstein and V. Lunts in 1981, and explain
how it is used in the construction of new examples of irreducible nonholonomic
D-modules.

AUTHOR: Gerhard Frey
(University of Duisburg–Essen, Germany)
TITLE: On curves of genus 2 with elliptic differentials and associated
Hurwitz spaces

1
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ABSTRACT: In the lecture we shall study curves of genus 2 defined over fields K
of finite type with Jacobian variety isogenous to a product of two elliptic curves. We
shall show how their arithmetical properties are related to questions about elliptic
curves with isomorphic torsion structures and to a special Hurwitz space belonging
to covers of the projective line by itself with five ramification points.

This rich structure enables us to combine methods from group theory and from
algebraic and arithmetic geometry to get results about diophantine properties of
the moduli spaces like rigidity numbers, special curves and rational points closely
related to conjectures (and results) about elliptic curves.

Finally we shall show that there are ”many” curves of genus 2 which admit
infinite towers of unramified regular Galois covers defined over K.

(Joint work with Ernst Kani.)

AUTHOR: Fritz Grunewald
(University of Düsseldorf, Germany)
TITLE: Linear representations of the automorphism group of a free
group

AUTHOR: Abramo Hefez
(Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil)
TITLE: The analytic classification of plane curve singularities and some
related problems

ABSTRACT: In this talk we will review the progress done in the problem of
analytic classification of plane curve singularities and point out some possible ap-
plications.

AUTHOR: Dessislava Kochloukova
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Sigma invariants of groups

ABSTRACT: In this lecture we will attempt to give an overview of Sigma theory
created by R. Bieri and R. Strebel in late 1970s. The Sigma theory studies the
homological type FPm of submonoids of a group G and these submonoids are de-
fined by real characters of G. Recently a geometric approach to the whole subject
was created by R. Bieri and R. Geoghegan in terms of groups acting on spaces
with nonpositive curvature (Mem. of AMS 2002). In the case when G is a finitely
generated metabelian group the first Sigma invariant of G can be expressed using
valuation theory of commutative rings. It is worth saying that the Sigma invariants
are known for very few classes groups: metabelian groups (either in small dimen-
sions or for specific cases as finite Prufer rank), right angle Artin groups, Thompson
group F, direct products of limit groups.

AUTHOR: Massimiliano Mella
(University of Ferrara, Italy)
TITLE: Base loci of linear systems and the Waring problem.

ABSTRACT: Waring problem for homogeneus forms asks for additive decompo-
sition of a form f into powers of linear forms. A classical problem is to determine
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(Adv. Math. 1972) is obtained, concerning colorings of finite dimensional vector
spaces.

AUTHOR: Lucia Murakami
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Bimódulos em classes de álgebras alternativas à direita

ABSTRACT: Álgebras (−1, 1)-binárias generalizam álgebras alternativas e estas,
por sua vez, incluem as álgebras associativas. Todas elas sâo alternativas à direita.
Veremos como se comportam os bimódulos irredut́ıveis para álgebras de matrizes
em cada uma dessas classes.

(Joint with Ivan Shestakov, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Trajano da Nóbrega Neto
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil)
TITLE: An alternative proof of the finiteness of the class group

ABSTRACT: Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n. The well-known
proof of the finiteness of the class group CK of its ring of algebraic integers OK

involves the Minkowski convex body theorem and the Minkowski bound M , namely,
the existence of an ideal whose norm does not exceed M . The objective of this work
is to present an elementary, alternative proof of the finiteness of CK based solely
on the fact that the center density of an n-dimensional sphere packing is bounded.

AUTHOR: Alegria Gladys Chalom de Oliveira
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: On some Abelian group codes

ABSTRACT: In this work we propose techniques for the calculation of minimal
Abelian codes and their parameters inside group algebras of abelian groups of type
Cp×Cq, for p and q distinct prime numbers over a field of characteristic two, under
some restrictions. The main idea extends previous work done by C. Polcino Milies
and R. A. Ferraz.

(Joint with R. A. Ferraz and C. P. Milies, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil,
and Marinês Guerreiro, Universidade Federal de Viçosa, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: José Gilvan de Oliveira
(Universidade Federal do Esṕırito Santo, Brazil)
TITLE: Semigrupos de Weierstrass de recobrimento duplo de curvas
algébricas de gênero dois

ABSTRACT: Um semigrupo numérico N de gênero g é um subsemigrupo do
semigrupo aditivo N, dos números inteiros não negativos, cujo conjunto de lacunas
L = N\N tem g elementos. A cada ponto P de uma curva algébrica não-singular
C de gênero g corresponde um semigrupo numérico de gênero g, chamado semi-
grupo de Weierstrass de P. Esse semigrupo é determinado pelas ordens em P das
funções regulares em C\{P}. Neste trabalho divulgamos recentes resultados (O.–F.
Pimentel, Semigroup F. 2008) que caracterizam os semigrupos numéricos de gênero
g que são semigrupo de Weierstrass de recobrimento duplo de uma curva algébrica
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ABSTRACT: The Bianchi groups Γd = PSL2(Od) with d > 0 square-free, where
Od is the ring of integers of the field Q(

√
( − d)), are important because of their

applications in Geometry and Number Theory.
The conjugacy separability property is important because as noted by Mal’cev

in 1958, the conjugacy problem for finitely presented conjugacy separable groups is
soluble.

In 1998, Wilson and Zalesski showed that Γd is conjugacy separable for d =
1, 2, 7, 11 and they conjectured that all Γd are conjugacy separable.

In the poster will be presented the result of my Master thesis (2008) where it
was proved that Γ3 is conjugacy separable. Combining with previous results this
shows that all Euclidean Bianchi groups are conjugacy separable.

AUTHOR: Tiago Macedo
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Chevalley groups and hyperalgebras

ABSTRACT: We will present results relating the distribution algebra of Chevalley
groups with the so-called hyperalgebras. These hyperalgebras are Hopf algebras
built from Kostant integral form of semisimple Lie algebras by reduction mod p.

(Advisor: Adriano Adrega de Moura, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Bra-
zil.)

AUTHOR: Douglas Silva Maioli
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil)
TITLE: Curvas eĺıticas sobre corpos finitos

ABSTRACT: Os métodos criptográficos, usando curvas eĺıticas, vêm se tornando
extremamente úteis nos últimos anos, exibindo maior segurança, confiabilidade e
eficiência que outros métodos, como o RSA, método mais usado hoje em dia.

Um dos objetivos deste trabalho é apresentar dois tipos de corpos finitos que
são de interesse à Criptografia: Fp e F2m . Tal interesse se deve ao fato de que
muitos padrões que especificam técnicas criptográficas baseadas em curvas eĺıticas
se restringem a esses corpos.

No caso dos corpos F2m , iremos usar a representação polinomial deles e mostrar
como se comportam as curvas eĺıticas sobre esses corpos. Para isso exibimos os
pontos das curvas eĺıticas e a correspondente operação entre eles.

(Advisor: Jaime Edmundo Apaza Rodriguez, Universidade Estadual Paulista
em Ilha Solteira, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Thiago Castilho de Mello
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Bases normais para extensões galoisianas de corpos

AUTHOR: José G. Mijares
(Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones and Universidad Central de Venezuela)
TITLE: Coloring a matrix: Ramsey’s theorem for vector spaces

ABSTRACT: In this work, a matrix version of Ramsey’s theorem is proven. As an
application, a new proof of a well-known result due to Graham, Leeb and Rothschild
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when such a decomposition is unique. In this talk I improve on the work I pre-
sented during the 2004 Alga Meeting and answer this question under a divisibility
assumption. To do this I translate the algebraic statement into a geometric one
concerning the base loci of linear systems of Pn with assigned singularities.

AUTHOR: Joseph Oesterlé
(University of Paris, France)
TITLE: Counting points on certain Calabi–Yau manifolds over finite
fields

AUTHOR: Andrei Rapinchuk
(University of Virginia, USA)
TITLE: Weakly commensurable arithmetic groups, lengths of closed
geodesics and isospectral locally symmetric spaces.

ABSTRACT: I will present a recent joint work with Gopal Prasad in which we
introduced and analyzed a new notion of weak commensurability of Zariski-dense
subgroups. The most definitive results are available for S-arithmetic subgroups:
it turns out that in many situations, weak commensurability of S-arithmetic sub-
groups implies their commensurability, and in all cases, the subgroups weakly com-
mensurable to a given S-arithmetic subgroups split into finitely many commen-
surability classes. These results have important consequences for the well-known
problem in differential geometry of analyzing lengths-commensurable and isospec-
tral Riemannian manifolds. In particular, using our results we are able to answer
Marc Kac’s famous question “Can one hear the shape of a drum?” for compact
arithmetically defined locally symmetric spaces.

AUTHOR: Paulo Ribenboim
(Queen’s University, Canada)
TITLE: Mysteries of Galois

AUTHOR: Ivan Shestakov
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Free algebras, their subalgebras and automorphisms

AUTHOR: Said Sidki
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: To be announced

AUTHOR: Aron Simis
(Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil)
TITLE: Old elimination revisited

ABSTRACT: We will survey a few recent results on classical elimination using
a more modern approach. A modern view of the theory inevitably passes through
the developments and methods of Rees algebras.
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is quite similar to that for the usual (ungraded) tensor products. Finally we consider
β-graded tensor products (also called commutation factors) and their identities. We
show that Regev’s A ⊗ B Theorem holds for β-graded tensor products whenever
the gradings are by finite abelian groups. Furthermore we study the PI equivalence
of β-graded tensor products of T-prime algebras.

(Advisor: Plamen Koshlukov, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Gabriel Guedes
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Uma demonstração do teorema de Thaine

ABSTRACT: Muitas vezes quando lidamos com uma equação diofantina , fa-
toramos um lado da equação em um corpo da forma Q(ζ), dáı o interesse de se
estudar corpos ciclotômicos. O teorema de Thaine é um teorema profundo que
relaciona aniquiladores de unidades p-ciclotômicas com aniquiladores do grupo de
classes. O mesmo tem um papel razoável na demonstração da conjectura de Cata-
lan, todavia é um tanto quanto dif́ıcil achar uma demonstração do mesmo. Neste
poster pretendemos dar um esboço da sua demonstração.

AUTHOR: Victor Hugo Jorge Pérez
(Universidade de São Paulo em São Carlos, Brazil)
TITLE: Multiplicities for arbitrary modules and reduction

ABSTRACT: Let (R,m) be a d-dimensional Noetherian local ring and E a finitely
generated R-submodule of the free module Rp. In this work we introduce a mul-
tiplicity sequence ck(E), with k = 0, . . . , d + p − 1, for E that generalizes the
Buchsbaum–Rim multiplicity, defined when E has finite colength in Rp, as well as
the Achilles–Manaresi multiplicity sequence, that applies when E is an ideal of R.
Our main results are that the new multiplicity sequence is an invariant of E up to
reduction.

AUTHOR: Vladislav Kupriyanov
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Star products made easier

ABSTRACT: We develop an approach to the deformation quantization on the
real plane with an arbitrary Poisson structure which based on Weyl symmetrically
ordered operator products. By using a polydifferential representation for deformed
coordinates x̂j we are able to formulate a simple and effective iterative procedure
which allowed us to calculate the fourth order star product (and may be extended to
the fifth order at the expense of tedious but otherwise straightforward calculations).
Modulo some cohomology issues which we do not consider here, the method gives
an explicit and physics-friendly description of the star products.

AUTHOR: Igor Lima
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: The Bianchi group Γ3 = PSL(2, O3) is conjugacy separable
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conjectura foi obtida por R. Parimala e V. Suresh. Entretanto, deseja-se conhecer
muito mais sobre a estrutura de tais corpos. Isto tem sido objeto de constantes
investigações e resultados parciais foram obtidos, por I. Efrat, B. Fein and M.
Schacher, F. Pop, D.J. Saltman, V. Yanchevskii, G. Margolin and U. Rehmann.

O estudo de propriedades aritméticas de K(C) constitui parte central do projeto
de doutorado do autor. Nesse sentido, pretende-se apresentar resultados relaciona-
dos aos problemas citados acima.

(Advisor: Antônio José Engler, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Vı́tor Ferreira
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: The Hilbert series of Hopf-invariants of free algebra

ABSTRACT: We look into the problem of determinig the Hilbert series of the
subalgebra of invariants of a free associative algebra of finite rank under a linear
action of a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. The case of group gradings will be
treated as a special case in comparison with the already established result of Dicks
and Formanek (1982) for the case of group actions by automorphisms.

(Joint with Lucia Murakami, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Marcello Fidelis
(Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro and Universidade Federal de São
Carlos, Brazil)
TITLE: The Gelfand–Kirillov dimension of universal algebras in positive
characteristic

ABSTRACT: Recently Alves and Koshlukov used the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
to give a new proof that the Kemer’s Tensor Product Theorem is in part no longer
valid in characteristic p > 2. In this communication we contribute to the subject
by computing the GK dimensions of the universal algebras of Ma,b(E) ⊗ E and
Mn(E)⊗E, where E stands for the infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra, Mn(E)
is the matrix algebra with entries from E and Ma,b(E) is a subalgebra of Ma+b(E)

consisting of block matrices
(

A B
C D

)
where A ∈ Ma(E0), B ∈ Mb(E0), C ∈

Ma×b(E1) and D ∈ Mb×a(E1). Here E = E0 ⊕ E1 is the standard Z2-grading of
E. As an application we obtain that Ma,b(E)⊗E is not PI-equivalent to Ma,b(E)
and Mn(E) is not PI-equivalent to Mn,n(E).

AUTHOR: José Freitas
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Polynomial identities for graded tensor products of algebras

ABSTRACT: Let K be a field of characteristic 0. We study the polynomial
identities satisfied by Z2-graded tensor products of T-prime algebras. Regev and
Seeman proved that in a series of cases such tensor products are PI equivalent to
T-prime algebras; they conjectured that this is always the case. We deal here with
the remaining cases and thus confirm Regev and Seeman’s conjecture. For some
“small” algebras we can remove the restriction on the characteristic of the base
field, and we show that the behaviour of the corresponding graded tensor products
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AUTHOR: Sandra Mara Alves Jorge
(Pontif́ıcia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Z2-Identities and graded central polynomials for the algebra
M2(E).

ABSTRACT: By considering E the infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra over
a field of characteristic zero and the verbally prime algebra M = M2(E) with the

Z2-grading M =
(

E 0
0 E

)
⊕

(
0 E
E 0

)
, we determine all the graded identities

of degree ≤ 5 using the representation theory of the general linear group, and we
describe the space of the graded central polynomials modulo the ideal of the graded
identities of M.

AUTHOR: Regina Maria de Aquino
(Universidade Federeal do Esṕırito Santo, Brazil)
TITLE: On the derived equivalence between Koszul algebras and its
Yoneda algebras

ABSTRACT: Let D(A) the derived category of A, an abelian category. When
A is the category mod − A of finite-dimensional (left) modules over a finite di-
mensional algebra over a field k we denote the derived category of A by Db(A).
Let consider A = A(0) ⊕ A(1) ⊕ . . . be a positively graded algebra and E(A) =∐

n≥0 ExtnA(A(0), A(0)) its Yoneda algebra. A Koszul ring is a positively graded
ring such that its Yoneda algebra is generated in degree one.

We extended the derived equivalence on the category of graded modules of a
graded Koszul algebra and the category of graded modules of its Yoneda algebra to
the category of modules over the Koszul algebra and its Yoneda algebra under some
hypothesis over that graded algebras. We have a complete answer to our question
in the case of derived discrete algebras. We also have a complete answer for gentle
algebras without cycles, simply connected algebras and algebras of type Ãn. Finaly,
we have counterexamples for some other cases.

(Joint with Sonia Trepode, University of Mar del Plata, Argentina, and Eduardo
Marcos, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Viktor Bekkert
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Simple Harish-Chandra modules for generalized Weyl algebras

ABSTRACT: We study Harish-Chandra modules for generalized Weyl algebras of
degree n over an arbitrary field, reducing the classification of such simple modules
to the determination of maximal ideals in certain polynomial algebras and maximal
left ideals in certain skew-polynomial algebras.

(Joint with Georgia Benkart, University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. and Vyacheslav
Futorny, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil.)

1
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AUTHOR: Michael Forger
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Maximal subgroups of compact Lie groups

ABSTRACT: We address the problem of classifying the maximal subgroups of
compact Lie groups, which allows for a complete solution by reducing it to the pro-
lem of classifying (1) the maximal subgroups of finite groups, (2) the finite maximal
subgroups of centerfree connected simple compact Lie groups and (3) the primitive
subalgebras of simple compact Lie algebras. We also present tables listing the
primitive subalgebras of the classical Lie algebras, together with their normalizers,
which provide the nondiscrete maximal subgroups of the classical groups. The re-
sults extend our earlier work, presented at the XIX Escola de Algebra (Diamantina,
2006) to Lie groups which are not necessarily connected.

(Joint with F. Antoneli and P. Gaviria.)

AUTHOR: Alexander Grishkov
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: To be announced

AUTHOR: Plamen Koshlukov
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Graded algebras and graded identities

AUTHOR: Dijana Jakelic
(University of Illinois at Chicago, USA)
TITLE: Finite-dimensional representations of hyper loop algebras: Irre-
ducible and Weyl modules

ABSTRACT: Hyper loop algebras are certain Hopf algebras associated to affine
Kac–Moody algebras. We will discuss finite-dimensional representations of hyper
loop algebras over arbitrary fields. The main results concern the classification of
the irreducible representations, Weyl modules, and their tensor products. Several
of the results are related to the study of irreducible representations of polynomial
algebras and Galois theory.

AUTHOR: Marcelo Lanzilotta Mernies
(Universidad de la República, Uruguay)
TITLE: New results on the finitistic dimension conjecture

ABSTRACT: In this talk we present some new results related to the “finitistic
dimension conjecture.”

It was conjectured by Hyman Bass in the 60’s that the finitistic dimension
(fin.dim(Λ)) of an Artin algebra has to be finite. Since then, much work has be
done towards the proof of this conjecture.

Recently, K. Igusa and G. Todorov defined in the paper “On the finitistic global
dimension conjecture for Artin algebras,” a function Ψ : modΛ → N which turned
out to be useful to prove that fin.dim(Λ) is finite for some classes of algebras.

In this talk, we show some new properties of the Igusa–Todorov function and we
apply them to prove the finitistic dimension conjecture for a large family of algebras.
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The following condition must hold: if x ≤ y ≤ z and the pair (x, z) is decorated,
then both pairs (x, y) and (y, z) are also decorated. Especially, if x occurs in a
decorated pair it is decorated itself.

We define representations of a decorated GBC by analogy with loc. cit.. The
main distinction is that for decorated pairs (x, y) the corresponding elementary
transformations are only possible with coefficients from E∗

c or F ∗
c . Then, following

Bondarenko, St. Petersburg Math. J., 1992, we elaborate an algorithm of reduction
and give a combinatorial description of indecomposable representations in terms of
strings and bands.

I will also present some examples of the applications.

AUTHOR: Ermı́nia de Lourdes Campello Fanti
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil)
TITLE: Some considerations about the theory of relative cohomology of
groups

ABSTRACT: Bieri and Eckmann introduced the concept of relative cohomology
for a pair (G,S) where G is a group and S is a family of subgroups of G. Dicks
and Dunwoody worked with that concept under another point of view. Instead of
working with a family of subgroups S, they worked with a G-set W . To explore the
relation between those two ways of seeing the theory is interesting in the areas of
Algebra and Algebraic Topology, because many results about invariants ends, that
were demonstrated using the Bieri–Eckmann’s theory, should be reviewed by the
more elegant notation of the Dicks–Dunwoody’s theory and so make possible the
obtention of other results in the study of the splitting and duality of groups.

In this work we present a relation between the Dicks–Dunwoody’s theory and
the Bieri–Eckmann’s theory under the algebraic point of view. The idea to return
to Bieri–Eckmann’s notation is to obtain the family of subgroups S in such a way
that the chosen subgroups are exactly the isotropy subgroups given by action of G
in W . We also present a cohomological criterion for a pair (G, W ) to be a Poincaré
duality pair, and a characterization of the Poincaré duality pairs by the Dicks and
Dunwoody’s notation.

(Joint with Maria Gorete Carreira Andrade and Ligia Láıs Fêmina, Universidade
Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Mauŕıcio de Araujo Ferreira
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Propriedades aritméticas de corpos de funções sobre p-ádicos

ABSTRACT: Propriedades aritméticas de corpos tem sido estudadas através da
descrição de invariantes como o grupo de Brauer Br(K), o grupo de Galois absoluto
G(K) e invariantes relacionados às formas quadráticas como o anel de Witt W (K)
e o u-invariante u(K). No caso em que K é um corpo p-ádico, os objetos citados
acima são bem conhecidos: Br(K) ∼= Q/Z, u(K) = 4 e uma descrição de G(K) em
termos de geradores e relações pode ser encontrada na literatura. Por outro lado, se
K(C) é o corpo de funções de uma curva suave C definida sobre K, muito pouco é
conhecido a respeito desses invariantes. Nos últimos anos, o interesse por tais corpos
foi motivado pela conjectura de que u(K(C)) = 8. Este problema permaneceu em
aberto por mais de 30 anos, quando uma resposta positiva e definitiva para a
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generators. Since then many generalizations and a wide variety of applications were
developed, and the increasing interest generated by Gröbner bases theory is due to
its usefulness in providing computational tools that are applicable to a wide range
of problems in mathematics, science, engineering, and computer science. Gröbner
bases are a big advance because actual implementations became feasible and have
provided answers to physicists and engineers. However, it is known that the com-
putation of a Gröbner basis has doubly-exponential worst case time complexity.
Buchberger’s algorithm relies on the concepts of S-polynomial and polynomial re-
duction modulo a set of polynomials. Reduction is a computationally expensive
process, so one would like to avoid it whenever possible. If we know a priori that
an S-polynomial reduces to zero, then we can skip its reduction. In 1979 Buchberger
presented a criterion that detects unnecessary reductions.

(Advisor: Vilmar Trevisan, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Divane Aparecida de Moraes Dantas
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil)
TITLE: Curvas eĺıticas e Criptografia

ABSTRACT: O RSA é o sistema criptográfico mais usado no mundo atualmente.
Mas existe um sistema que está ganhando cada vez mais força e adeptos. Este é
o método criptográfico com curvas eĺıticas. Este método está baseado na dificul-
dade de determinar o logaritmo discreto no grupo de pontos de uma curva eĺıtica.
Isso acontece pois esse problema é considerado atualmente de dificuldade maior
que a fatoração de números inteiros no qual baseia-se a segurança do RSA, ou a
computação de logaritmo discreto em um corpo finito.

O objetivo deste trabalho é apresentar noções fundamentais sobre curvas eĺıticas
definidas sobre corpos finitos de caracteŕıstica diferente de 2 e de 3. Mostra-se o
fato geral de que o conjunto de pontos de uma curva eĺıtica definida sobre um corpo
finito é um grupo abeliano e ilustra-se sua importância na Criptografia.

(Advisor: Jaime Edmundo Apaza Rodriguez, Universidade Estadual Paulista
em Ilha Solteira, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Olena Drozd-Koroleva
(Kyiv Taras Shevchenko University, Ukraine)
TITLE: Decorated generalized bunches of chains

ABSTRACT: We consider a class of matrix problems, which contains both gener-
alized bunches of chains (or “Gelfand problems,” or “clans”) and decorated bunches
of chains that appear in the theory of Cohen–Macaulay modules over non-isolated
singularities.

Definition: Let {E ,F , <,∼,−, Ec, Fc} be a generalized bunch of chains (GBC)
over a field K in the sense of O. Drozd, Algebraic Structures and Their Applications,
2002. A decoration of this GBC consists of:

• A discrete valuation on K and its prolongations to every skewfield Ec, Fc;
we denote by K∗, E∗

c , F ∗
c the corresponding discrete valuation rings.

• A subset D of pairs (x, y) such that x ≤ y; we call these pairs decorated.
Especially, we call x decorated if so is the pair (x, x).
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Also, generalizing the Loewy length and having in mind the finitistic dimension
conjecture, we propose the infinite layer length, a new measure of Λ-modules, which
is an example of a more general definition: the layer length associated with a torsion
theory (τ,F).

(Joint with Octavio Mendoza, Universidad Nacional Autónoma, Mexico, and
François Huard, Bishop’s University, Canada.)

AUTHOR: Fedor Malikov
(University of Southern California, USA)
TITLE: Vertex algebras over Veronese rings

ABSTRACT: We will find a canonical quantization of Courant algebroids over
Veronese rings.

AUTHOR: Eduardo Marcos
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Partial actions of groups on k-categories

ABSTRACT: This talk deals with one idea of partial action of groups on cate-
gories. This notion, as considered here, was first introduced by Exel (Proc. London
Math. Soc., 1997) in the setting of C∗-algebras. Various generalizations were done
afterwards by Caenepeel and Janssen (arXiv, 2006), Dokuchaev, Exel and Piccione
(J. Algebra, 2000), Dokuchaev and Exel (Trans. AMS, 2005) and Dokuchaev, Fer-
rero and Paques (J Pure and Applied Algebra, to appear).

First we define the notion of a partial orbit of a partial action of a group on a
set X, and show that the family of partial orbits form a partition of X. Then we
define the notion of partial action on a small k-category and associated partially
skew category. We prove similar results to the ones in Cibilis–Marcos (Proc. AMS,
2005). Finally, we show a result given conditions for a partial action having a
globalization.

(Joint with Miguel Ferrero and Wagner Cortes.)

AUTHOR: Adriano Moura
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Finite-dimensional representations of hyper loop algebras: Base
Change

ABSTRACT: This is the continuation of the talk by D. Jakelic. In this part
we will discuss results regarding base change. We will illustrate the diferences in
the finite-dimensional representation theory of hyper loop algebras when moving
from algebraically closed fields to non-algebraically closed ones with some examples.
Time allowing we will also address multiplicity problems for the underlying tensor
category and the connection with quantum groups. The later is related to the study
of Jordan–Hölder series of the Weyl modules.

AUTHOR: Tihomir Petrov
(Courant Institute, USA)
TITLE: Rationality of fields of invariants
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ABSTRACT: We will discuss some questions related to the stable rationality of
quotient varieties V/G where G is an algebraic group and V is a faithful complex
linear representation of G. Simple arguments (based on the geometric version of
Hilbert-90 theorem) show that stable rationality of V/G does not depend on an
individual faithful representation V of G but only on the group G itself. Explicit
computations of invariants show that the varieties V/G are rational in some non-
trivial cases. However, this is not true in general. The first examples of nonrational
and even nonstably rational varieties V/G were obtained by D. Saltman. These
solutions of the so-called Noether problem were obtained by showing that some
birational invariant, the so-called unramified Brauer group, is nontrivial for some
series of groups G. In fact, this invariant coincides with the cohomological (or
Grothendieck’s) Brauer group of a smooth projective model for V/G. However, the
unramified point of view enables one to dispense with the construction of an explicit
smooth model, and even with the existence of such a model. This obstruction is
the first of the series of birational invariants of V/G constructed via group coho-
mology, the so called unramified cohomology groups. We will present some recent
results related to the Bogomolov’s conjecture which claims that all cohomological
obstructions vanish when G is a finite simple group.

AUTHOR: Alveri Alves Sant’Ana
(Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil)
TITLE: Co-álgebras de cadeia e distributividade

ABSTRACT: Distributividade em anéis e módulos vem sendo estudados inten-
sivamente desde os anos 70. A discussão de propriedades e da estrutura de co-
álgebras e co-módulos a partir de uma abordagem da teoria dos módulos vem
assumindo grande papel ultimamente. É neste esṕırito que pretendemos desen-
volver esta palestra. Em particular, iremos mostrar que uma co-álgebra C sobre
um corpo K, cujo reticulado de co-ideais à direita é distributivo, é um co-produto
de co-álgebras que possuem o reticulado de co-ideais à direita linearmente ordena-
dos por inclusão. Estas últimas, chamadas de co-álgebras de cadeia, por sua vez são
caracterizadas como duais finitos de anéis noetherianos de cadeia cujo corpo residu-
al é uma álgebra finito-dimensional sobre o corpo base K. Além disso, mostramos
que dados qualquer álgebra finito-dimensional D sobre um corpo K e uma estru-
tura de D-bimódulo sobre D, podemos construir uma co-álgebra de cadeia como
uma co-álgebra co-tensorial. Também, duais finitos de anéis de séries formais com
coeficientes em uma álgebra de dimensão finita sobre um corpo são exemplos de
co-álgebras de cadeia, que podem ser realizadas como co-álgebras de caminhos gene-
ralizadas de um loop. Esta palestra está baseada em um artigo escrito em conjunto
com Christian Lomp, da Universidade do Porto, que saiu publicado em Journal of
Pure and Applied Algebra no ano de 2007.

AUTHOR: Viviane Ribeiro Tomaz da Silva
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Some special Z2-gradings of the Grassmann algebra

ABSTRACT: Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let E be the Grassmann
algebra of an infinite dimensional F -vector space L. In this talk we present the
Z2-graded polynomial identities of E with respect to any fixed Z2-grading such
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AUTHOR: Antônio Aparecido de Andrade
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em São José do Rio Preto, Brazil)
TITLE: Algebraic lattices via subfields of cyclotomic fields

ABSTRACT: The theory of lattices via algebraic numbers theory has shown to be
extremely useful in Information Theory. The problem of finding densest algebraic
lattices has been studied in last years. Having the construction of algebraic lattices
as the main motivation, in this paper, starting from suitable ideals of Q(ζm), we
construct new rotated versions of dense lattices, for example, A2 = Λ2, A4 = Λ4,
E6 = Λ6 and E8 = Λ8, via the ring of algebraic integers of the cyclotomic fields
Q(ζm), where m = 3, 6, 8, 9, 20. These rotated versions reproduce densest lattices
in dimensions 2, 4, 6 and 8.

(Joint with Agnaldo José Ferrari, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Jaime Edmundo Apaza Rodriguez
(Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha Solteira, Brazil)
TITLE: Zeta function and nonsingular algebraic curves

ABSTRACT: Let C/Fq be a non-singular algebraic curve with genus g and let
ZC/Fq

(t) be its zeta function. A curve C/Fq is called maximal (minimal) if it
attains the upper (lower) bound in Hasse–Weil theorem to the number of rational
points. In this work we are studying some properties of the maximal curves and the
minimal curves by using the zeta function ZC/Fq

(t). Many examples are displayed.
(Joint with Edson Donizete de Carvalho, Universidade Estadual Paulista em Ilha

Solteira, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Angelo Bianchi
(Uinversidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: A Zariski’s automorphism generating SAGBI bases for the ker-
nel of a locally nilpotent k-derivation

ABSTRACT: The objective of this work is to present the algebraic theory of
locally nilpotent k-derivations in k[x1, .., xn] and applying a Zariski’s automorphism
of this ring, with a good ordering, are obtained an algorithmic way to determine
the generators and a SAGBI base of it’s kernels.

(Joint with Paulo Brumatti and Adriano Adrega de Moura, Universidade Esta-
dual de Campinas, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Juliane Golubinski Capaverde
(Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil)
TITLE: Gröbner bases and Buchberger’s criterion

ABSTRACT: A Gröbner basis is a special system of generators of an ideal with
some properties. Bruno Buchberger introduced the concept of Gröbner bases in
1965, and presented an algorithm to compute them starting from any system of

1
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Our proof relies on the study of the nef value and the nef value map of a non-
singular polarized toric variety (X, L). We define the nef value τ(P ) of a regular
polytope and show that it is equal to the nef value of the corresponding toric va-
riety. Moreover, we introduce a refined notion of codegree, codegQ(P ), which we
relate to the codegree and to the nef value of P .

(Joint with A. Dickenstein, University of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and S. Di
Rocco, KTH, Sweden.)

AUTHOR: Flaviana Ribeiro
(Universidade Federal de Juiz de Fora, Brazil)
TITLE: Feixes livres de torção sobre curvas com pontos duplos or-
dinários.

ABSTRACT: Nosso principal objetivo é estudar a estabilidade de feixes de pro-
fundidade 1 sobre uma curva X, cujas singularidades são pontos duplos ordinários.

C. S. Seshadri em “Fibrés vectoriels sur les courbes algébriques,” mostra que
existe uma bijeção entre feixes de profundidade 1 sobre X (isto é, feixes livres de
torção se X for irredut́ıvel) e fibrados vetoriais, munidos de uma estrutura adicional,
sobre a normalização X̃ de X.

O primeiro resultado obtido neste trabalho foi a extensão desta bijeção aos sub-
feixes e subfibrados, também munidos de uma estrutura adicional.

Como aplicação, mostramos que, embora não existam feixes estáveis sobre curvas
não singulares de gênero zero, existem feixes estáveis de posto r, para todo r ≥ 2,
sobre curvas de gênero zero cujas singularidades são pontos duplos ordinários.

AUTHOR: Táıse Santiago
(Universidade Estadual de Feira de Santana, Brazil)
TITLE: “Catalan traffic” and integrals on the Grassmannian of lines

ABSTRACT: In this talk I will prove that certain numbers occurring in a prob-
lem of path enumeration, studied by Niederhausen in Catalan traffic at the beach
(E.J. Combin. 2002), are top intersection numbers in the cohomology ring of the
Grassmannian of lines in the complex projective space.
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that L is an homogeneous subspace. We give explicit generators for the ideal,
T2(E), of graded polynomial identities of E and we determine its codimension and
cocharacter sequences.

(Joint with Onofrio Di Vincenzo, University of Bari, Italy.)

AUTHOR: Angela Valenti
(University of Palermo, Italy)
TITLE: Gradings on upper triangular matrices.

ABSTRACT: Let G be an arbitrary group and R an associative algebra over a
field F . A G-grading on R is a vector space decomposition of R into the direct sum
R =

⊕
g∈G Rg such that RgRh ⊆ Rgh for any g, h ∈ G.

We describe all possible G-gradings on upper triangular matrix algebras over any
field F. We also discuss the problem of describing all gradings on block-triangular
matrix algebras. These algebras are generalizations of upper triangular matrix alge-
bras and play an exceptional role in PI-theory, especially in studying of asymptotic
behavior of sequences of codimensions.

AUTHOR: Dmitri Vassilevich
(Universidade de So Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: On deformation quantization along generic Poisson structure

ABSTRACT: I start with an overview of various approaches to deformation quan-
tization (to noncommutative associative deformations of a given commutative al-
gebra). I stress necessity of getting an information on deformations at higher (or
perhaps arbitrary) orders. Next I suggest a formula for the star product based on
Weyl ordereded operator products which considerably simplifies the calculations
(and, probably, does much more). Technical details will be reported on a poster by
V. Kupriyanov.

AUTHOR: Ana Cristina Vieira
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Cocharacters of some subalgebras of upper triangular matrices

ABSTRACT: In this talk we will present some results about the codimensions and
cocharacters of a particular subalgebra of upper triangular matrices. The sequence
of codimensions were given by Giambruno, La Mattina and Petrogradsky in 2007
and it has polynomial growth. Here we will determine the sequence of cocharacters
by using proper polynomials.

AUTHOR: Onofrio di Vincenzo
(University of Bari, Italy)
TITLE: Graded polynomial identities for tensor products of superalge-
bras

ABSTRACT: Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let E be the Grassmann
algebra of an infinite-dimensional vector space. The nontrivial verbally prime al-
gebras Mn(F ), Mn(E) and Mp,q(E) ⊆ Mn(E) (for n = p + q) possess a natural
superalgebra structure. By suitably combining an elementary Zn-grading with
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the Z2-grading one gets a near-elementary grading by the group G := Zn × Z2.
These gradings can be defined also for both the tensor products and super-tensor
products of verbally prime algebras, and their graded polynomial identities can be
determined. This approach has a twofold consequence about ordinary polynomial
identities:

• it allows a direct proof of Kemer’s Tensor Product Theorem, and of the
so-called Kemer’s PI-equivalences among verbally prime algebras and their
tensor products;

• it provides an answer to a conjecture raised by Regev and Seeman about
the super-tensor product of verbally prime algebras. It turns out that the
super-tensor product A⊗̂B of the verbally prime algebras A, B is indeed
PI-equivalent to a verbally prime algebra. Actually, the PI-equivalences
among verbally prime algebras and their super-tensor products are explic-
itly determined.

This method applies considering the multilinear polynomial identities of the alge-
bras, that is comparing algebras through the so called multilinear equivalence.
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ABSTRACT: The classical Brauer–Siegel theorem states that if F varies over
number fields of fixed degree, then as dF →∞, we have log(hF ·RF ) ∼ log(d1/12

F ),
where hF is its class number, RF the regulator with respect to the logarithm rep-
resentation, and dF its absolute discriminant. We replace a number field by a
nonconstant Abelian variety A defined over a function field K of a curve over a
finite field. Under the hypothesis of the finiteness of the Tate–Shafarevich group
Sha(A/K) of A/K, we prove an upper and lower bound for the product Sha(A/K)·
Reg(A/K)·τ(A/K) in terms of the exponential differential height H(A/K) of A/K,
where Reg(A/K) denotes the regulator with respect to the Néron–Tate height and
τ(A/K) is the Tamagawa number.

(Joint work with M. Hindry, University of Paris, France.)

AUTHOR: Marco Pacini
(Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil)
TITLE: On the n-power map for line bundles over an irreducible curve.

ABSTRACT: Recently, the problem of completing Abel maps for singular curves
has been considered by many authors. Some special cases can be considered, for
example the n-power map, a rational map associating to a smooth point of a curve,
the n-power of the associated line bundle. In this seminar we show how to get a
resolution of the n-power map for an irreducible stable curve.

(Joint with E. Esteves, Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil.)

AUTHOR: Jorge Vitório Pereira
(Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil)
TITLE: Resonance varieties of hyperplane arrangements.

ABSTRACT: I will briefly review what is known about the structure of the res-
onance varieties of hyperplane arrangements and discuss a work in progress, with
Sergey Yuzvinsky, concerning the propagation of resonances.

AUTHOR: Ragni Piene
(University of Oslo, Norway)
TITLE: Classifying regular lattice polytopes via toric fibrations

ABSTRACT: Let P ⊂ Rn be a convex n-dimensional lattice polytope. The code-
gree codeg(P ) of P is the smallest integer m such that the polytope mP contains
interior lattice points. The degree d of P is the integer d = n + 1 − codeg(P ).
Batyrev and Nill asked whether, given d, there exists an integer N(d) such that ev-
ery polytope P of degree d and dimension n ≥ N(d) is a Cayley polytope. Recently,
Haase, Nill, and Payne gave a positive answer to this question by showing that N(d)
exists and is bounded by a quadratic expression in d. We propose the following
answer in the case where the polytopes are assumed to be regular: N(d) = 2d + 1.

We deduce our result from a theorem that characterizes regular lattice poly-
topes with codegree ≥ n+3

2 : we prove, under an additional assumption, that
these are precisely the polytopes affinely equivalent to polytopes of the form P =
Cayley(P0, . . . , Pk), where k = codeg(P ) − 1, k > n

2 , and the Pi are polytopes in
Rn−k.
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AUTHOR: Renato Vidal Martins
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Max Noether theorem for singular curves

ABSTRACT: We adapt the argument of the proof of Max Noether Theorem for
nonsingular curves in order to get the same result for nearly Gorenstein curves.
And we talk about a way of generalizing the theorem for integral curves of which
non-Gorenstein points are unibranch.

AUTHOR: Victor Gonzalo Lopez Neumann
(Universidade Federal de Uberlândia, Brazil)
TITLE: Interpretação cohomológica do homomorfismo de Cassels defini-
do para as Jacobianas de curvas da forma yp = f(x).

ABSTRACT: Seja C uma curva definida sobre Q. Ate hoje não existe um algo-
ritmo que determine se C(Q) é vazio ou não. Se C(Q) é não vazio, conhecemos a
estrutura deste conjunto segundo o gênero da curva. Por exemplo, se a curva é de
género 1, então C(Q) é um grupo abeliano finitamente gerado chamado grupo de
Mordell–Weil de C. Se a curva é de gênero maior ou igual a 2, C(Q) é um conjunto
finito. Mesmo sabendo aquilo, não existe um algoritmo que ache uma base do grupo
de Mordell–Weil (no caso de curvas de gênero 1) ou o conjunto todo (no caso de
curvas de gênero maior ou igual a 2). Apesar de tudo isto, estes últimos anos foram
frut́ıferos em novas estratégias.

No caso de uma curva C de gênero 2, uma destas estratégias consiste em estudar
o grupo de Mordell–Weil da Jacobiana J da curva C, ou seja J (Q). Para isto,
Cassels define uma aplicação Φ : J (Q) → L, onde o grupo L depende da equação
da curva. Poonen e Schaefer (Crelle, 1997) fazem uma interpretação cohomológica
desta aplicação utilizando Jacobianas generalizadas, para o caso geral de curvas da
forma yp = f(x), com p | deg f .

Nesta comunicação, considera-se uma interpretação cohomológica utilizando o
quociente A = Pic C /〈[m]〉, onde m é o divisor de pontos no infinito. Mostrarei os
resultados importantes, junto com uma idéia geral dos grupos que participam dos
principais diagramas. Mostram-se também os isomorfismos entre os grupos obtidos
através desta interpretação e aqueles obtidos por Poonen e Schaefer.

AUTHOR: Francesco Noseda
(Instituto de Matemática Pura e Aplicada, Brazil)
TITLE: Virtual fundamental classes for Artin stacks

ABSTRACT: Virtual fundamental classes play a prominent role in the defini-
tion of enumerative invariants in algebraic geometry (e.g. Gromov–Witten and
Donaldson–Thomas invariants.) After Li–Tian and Behrend–Fantechi, we have a
theory of virtual classes for Deligne–Mumford stacks. We’ll present a construction
of the virtual class that works for Artin stacks.

AUTHOR: Amı́lcar Pacheco
(Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil)
TITLE: An analogue of the Brauer–Siegel theorem for Abelian varieties
over function fields in positive characteristic.
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AUTHOR: Raul Behs
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: Metabelianly detectable finiteness properties of soluble groups

ABSTRACT: If in a soluble group G, the metabelian subgroups have finite (or
policyclic or Chernikov) center factorgroup, then so does G.

AUTHOR: Osnel Broche Cristo
(Universidade Federal de Lavras, Brazil)
TITLE: Wedderga — Wedderburn decomposition of group algebras, a
GAP package.

ABSTRACT: Wedderga is the GAP package to compute the simple components
of the Wedderburn decomposition of semisimple group algebras of finite groups
over finite fields and over subfields of finite cyclotomic extensions of the rational
numbers. It also contains functions that produce the primitive central idempotents
of semisimple group algebras. Other functions of Wedderga allow us to construct
crossed products over a group with coefficients in an associative ring with identity
and the multiplication determined by a given action and twisting.

(http://www.gap-system.org/Packages/wedderga.html)

AUTHOR: Mikhajolo Dokuchaev
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Crossed products by twisted partial actions and graded rings

ABSTRACT: Twisted partial actions of groups and corresponding crossed prod-
ucts were introduced by Ruy Exel (Proc. London Math. Soc. 1997) in the theory
of operator algebras, which permit to characterize important classes of algebras
generated by partial isometries as such partial crossed products. In a joint paper
with Ruy Exel and Juan Jacobo Simón (J. Algebra), a purely algebraic version
of this concept is given, defining a twisted partial action Θ of a group G on a
non-necessarily unital, associative ring A as a collection of commuting idempotent
two-sided ideals Dg of A (g ∈ G), ring isomorphisms θg : Dg−1 → Dg (g ∈ G) and
invertible multipliers (the twisting) wg,h of Dg · Dgh (g, h ∈ G), such that natural
compatibility conditions with the group operation are satisfied, as well as a partial
version of the 2-cocycle equality on the w’s. As in the untwisted case (see Trans.
Am. Math. Soc. 2005), the definition makes it possible to define the crossed prod-
uct A ∗Θ G which we prove to be associative. We remind that the multiplier ring
of a non-unital ring R is the set

M(R) = {(R,L) ∈ End(RR)× End(RR) : (aR)b = a(Lb) for all a, b ∈ R}
with component-wise addition and multiplication.

Given a G-graded ring B = ⊕g∈GBg with the mild restriction of (homogeneous)
nondegeneracy, a criteria is established for B to be isomorphic to the crossed product
B1 ∗Θ G for some twisted partial action of G on B1. The equality BgBg−1Bg =

1
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Bg (∀g ∈ G) is one of the ingredients of the criteria, and if it holds and, moreover,
B has enough local units, then it is shown that B is stably isomorphic to a crossed
product by a twisted partial action of G.

AUTHOR: Victor Guerassimov
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Convergence group actions and relatively hyperbolic groups

AUTHOR: Edson Iwaki
(Universidade Federal do ABC, Brazil)
TITLE: Hyperbolicity of semigroup algebras.

ABSTRACT: Let A be a finite dimensional Q-algebra and Γ ⊆ A a Z−order.
We classify those A with the property that Z2 6↪→ U(Γ) and refer to this as the
hyperbolic property. We apply this in case A = KS is a semigroup algebra with
K = Q or K = Q(

√
−d). A complete classification is given when KS is semisimple

and also when S is a non semisimple semigroup.
(Joint work with S. O. Juriaans and A. C. Souza Filho.)

AUTHOR: Alexei Karssilnikov
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: A non-finitely based variety of groups which is finitely based as
a torsion free variety.

ABSTRACT: A torsion free variety of groups is a variety generated by torsion
free groups (of course, such a variety contains also groups which are not torsion
free). Kovács noticed that possibly some torsion free variety may be definable by a
finite number of identities (as a torsion free variety) without having any finite basis
in the usual sense. However, no example of a torsion free variety with this property
was known. In the present talk we give such an example.

In other words, we give an example of a finitely generated verbal subgroup in
a free group F of infinite rank whose isolator is not finitely generated as a verbal
subgroup in F .

AUTHOR: Volodymyr Kyrychenko
(University of Kiev, Ukraine)
TITLE: Exponent matrices and their indices

ABSTRACT: Let O be a discrete valuation ring with a prime element π, and
D the classical division ring of fractions of O. Let further Mn(B) be the ring of
all n × n-matrices with entries in a ring B and denote by eij the matrix units
(i, j = 1, . . . , n). A matrix E = (αij) ∈ Mn(Z) is called an exponent matrix if
αij + αjk ≥ αik, and αii = 0 for all i, j, k; an exponent matrix E is said to be
reduced if αij + αji > 0 for all i, j (i 6= j).

Given an exponent matrix E = (αij) one can form the ring A =
n∑

i,j=1

eijπ
αijO,

and conversely if A =
n∑

i,j=1

eijπ
αijO, αij ∈ Z, is a subring in Mn(O) then E =
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AUTHOR: Danielle Gondard
(University of Paris, France)
TITLE: On the number of connected components of smooth real vari-
eties.

ABSTRACT: I will present a formula giving the number of connected components
of a smooth projective variety over R, and a criterion for their separation. Scketches
of proofs will lead us to use facts coming from R-places and higher level orderings
in the function field of the variety.

AUTHOR: Marc Hindry
(University of Paris, France)
TITLE: Torsion points on abelian varieties

ABSTRACT: Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field k; we discuss
bounds for the number of torsion points defined over an extension K of k. We’ll
review existing results and questions before concentrating on bounds of the type
“number of torsion points less than the degree of K over k to some exponent,” and
determine the best possible exponent in some cases. This work relies principally on
the study of Galois representations associated to torsion points.

(Joint with Nicolas Ratazzi.)

AUTHOR: Bruno Kahn
(University of Paris, France)
TITLE: Motives, multiplicities and zeta functions

ABSTRACT: I will explain that results on the rationality and functional equa-
tion of certain zeta functions can be obtained quite elementarily from categorical
methods, and enlightened by a new notion: the multiplicity of a motive (or more
generally of an object in a semi-simple rigid tensor Q-category).

AUTHOR: Antonio Laface
(University of Concepción, Chile)
TITLE: Cox rings of K3 surfaces

ABSTRACT: The Cox ring of a smooth algebraic projective variety X is the
direct sum of H0(X, D) as D varies in the Picard group of X. It is known that
Cox(X) is a polynomial ring if and only if X is a toric variety and recently it has
been proved that Cox rings of Del Pezzo surfaces are quadratic algebras. The aim
of this talk is to show some new results about Cox rings of K3 surfaces.

(Joint with Michela Artebani, University of Concepción, Chile.)

AUTHOR: Marina Marchisio
(University of Torino, Italy)
TITLE: On some explicit semi-stable degenerations of toric varieties

ABSTRACT: We study semi-stable degenerations of toric varieties determined
by certain partitions of their moment polytopes. Analyzing their defining equations
we prove a property of uniqueness.
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AUTHOR: Ronie Peterson Dario
(Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil)
TITLE: Radical de Kaplansky e o Grupo de Galois da 2-Extensão Maxi-
mal de um Corpo.

ABSTRACT: Neste trabalho apresentamos uma caracterização galoisiana de cor-
pos que possuem um anel de valorização não trivial compat́ıvel com o radical de
Kaplansky, os quais denominamos de corpos pré-2-henselianos. Mais precisamente,
denotando por GF (2) o grupo de Galois da 2-extensão galoisiana maximal de um
corpo F , demonstramos que F é pré-2-henseliano se, e somente se, G2(F ) é o
produto livre (na categoria dos pro-2-grupos) de um pro-2-grupo livre e um pro-
2-grupo que possui um subgrupo não trivial, normal e abeliano. Este resultado
pode ser visto como uma generalização de teoremas sobre corpos 2-henselianos. No
processo, obtivemos uma descrição do núcleo da aplicação restrição entre os gru-
pos de cohomologia H2(GF (2), Z/2Z) e H2(GFh

(2), Z/2Z), onde F é um corpo de
caracteŕıstica diferente de 2 e Fh é uma extensão henseliana imediata com respeito
a um anel de valorização fixado de F . Como aplicação, apresentamos um método
elementar de obter corpos cujo radical de Kaplansky é não trivial e descrito via
teoria de valorização. Nosso método engloba a classe de corpos apresentada por
L. Berman (J. Algebra, 1979).

AUTHOR: Letterio Gatto
(Politecnico di Torino, Italy)
TITLE: Advertising Derivations on Grassmann Algebras.

ABSTRACT: The classical, quantum and equivariant Schubert calculus for Grass-
mannian varieties can all be described, in a unified way, via the formal properties
of a natural derivation on the exterior algebra of a free module. In my talk I will
briefly list the main features of such an approach emphasizing that is not just a
mere translation of a classical picture into a new language. For instance, one can
easily get new formulas which allow to produce huge lists of numbers of linear se-
ries on the projective line having prescribed ramifications divisors. By contrast,
such formulas have no formal analogous within the classical approach. When the
degrees of the linear series involved grow, the computation of such lists are out of
reach for the most celebrated computer packages for doing Schubert calculus (like
Schubert, by Katz and Strømme, running on Maple c©, or Schubert2, by Grayson
and Stillman, running on Macaulay2).

AUTHOR:Hemar Godinho
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: Simultaneous diagonal equations over p-adic fields.

ABSTRACT: Consider a system of R diagonal forms of degree k in N variables
over a p-adic field K. Write k = pτm where p is the residue field characteristic and
(m, p) = 1. We prove that this system has a nontrivial p-adic solution if N exceeds
(Rk)2τ+5, a bound independent of the field K. We prove the same if N exceeds
4nR2k2 where n = [K : Qp]. Both results improve previously known bounds.
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(αij) ∈ Mn(Z) is an exponent matrix, which shall be also denoted by E(A), and we
write in this case that A = {O, E}.

If A is basic then αij + αji > 0 with i 6= j, so that E(A) is reduced. It is known
that if A is basic then its quiver Q(A) is strongly connected and simply laced. The
quiver Q(A) of a reduced ring A is completely determined by the exponent matrix
E(A) = (αij).

Let [ Q ] be the adjacency matrix of a simply laced strongly connected quiver
Q. The maximal eigen-value of [Q(A) ] is called the index of the exponent matrix
E = E(A) and denoted by inx E .

In our talk we shall give a survey of the results on quivers, exponent matrices
and their indices.

AUTHOR: Aline Pinto
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: Normal subgroups of profinite groups of positive deficiency.

ABSTRACT: A group G is called knot-like if
(i) G/[G, G] is infinite cyclic and
(ii) the deficiency def(G) = 1, where def(G) is the maximum of n− r over all

finite presentations of G with n generators and r relators.
It was conjectured by E. Rapaport Strasser in 1975 that if the commutator

group G′ of a knot-like group G is finitely generated then G′ should be free.
D.H. Kochloukova recently proved that the conjecture is true. This implies that
knot-like groups with finitely generated commutator subgroup are residually finite,
so their profinite completions give a family of groups satisfying properties (i) and
(ii). Thus the E. Rapaport Strasser conjecture has sense also for profinite groups.

In a joint work with P. Zalesski, A. Jaikin-Zapirain and F. Grunewald, we prove
that the conjecture is also true for profinite groups.

AUTHOR: César Polcino
(Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
TITLE: Lie properties of symmetric elements in group algebras

AUTHOR: Josimar Rocha
(Universidade Estadual de Goiás, Brazil)
TITLE: n-adic adding machine

ABSTRACT: Groups of automorphisms Aut(Tn) of the regular n-ary tree Tn

which contain the n-adic adding machine have restricted structure.
In our conference, we will talk about the characterization of finitely generated

soluble subgroups of Aut(Tn) containing the n-adic adding machine.

AUTHOR: Pavel Shumyatsky
(Universidade de Braśılia, Brazil)
TITLE: Varieties of groups and the Restricted Burnside Problem
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AUTHOR: Olivier Siegenthaler
(École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland)
TITLE: Hausdorff dimension of groups acting on rooted trees

ABSTRACT: Based on the work of Abercrombie, Barnea and Shalev gave an
explicit formula for the Hausdorff dimension of a group acting on a rooted tree.
Abert and Virag proved that there exist finitely generated (but not necessarily
level-transitive) subgroups of AutT of arbitrary dimension in between 0 and 1.
By computing the dimension of the so-called ”spinal groups”, we are able to give
explicit examples of 3-generated groups which have transcendental Hausdorff di-
mension, and 2-generated groups whose Hausdorff dimension is 1.
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AUTHOR: Dan Avritzer
(Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil)
TITLE: Transformações de Cremona e complexo quadrático de retas.

ABSTRACT: Pretendo fazer uma revisão da teoria clássica das transformações de
Cremona no espaço e dos complexos quadráticos de retas e expor trabalho recente
conjunto com Ivan Pan e Gerard Gonzalez-Sprinberg sobre a relação entre as duas
coisas.

AUTHOR: Florian Breuer
(University of Stellenbosch, South Africa)
TITLE: Drinfeld modular polynomials in higher rank

ABSTRACT: Let r ≥ 2 be an integer, and denote by Mr the coarse moduli space
parametrizing isomorphism classes of rank-r Drinfeld Fq[T ]-modules. Then Mr is
an affine variety of dimension r − 1 over Fq[T ], which may be described explicitly
in terms of generalized J-invariants. In this talk, we describe explicit polynomial
equations for Hecke-correspondences on Mr characterizing cyclic isogenies. This is
a generalization to several variables of the usual modular polynomials ΦN (X, Y ).

AUTHOR: Ćıcero Carvalho
(Universidade Federal de Uberlândia, Brazil)
TITLE: Near weight functions and Goppa codes supported at many
points.

ABSTRACT: In 1998 Høholdt, van Lint and Pellikaan introduced the concept
of a “weight function” defined on an Fq-algebra and used it to construct the so-
called evaluation (linear) codes. Using this technique they produced Goppa codes
supported on one point; the theory also provided a lower bound for the minimum
distance which proved to be better than the usual Goppa bound for such codes,
in some cases. In 1999 Matsumoto proved that all H-vL-P evaluation codes are in
fact Goppa codes supported on one point. In 2007 Carvalho, Muñuera, Silva and
Torres introduced the concept of “near weight functions” and used it to obtain some
Goppa codes supported on two points. In this talk we will introduce the notion of
a “complete set of weight functions” and we will show that the evaluation codes
obtained from an Fq-algebra R that admits a complete set of m weight functions
(m ∈ N) are exactly the Goppa codes supported on m points. Along the way, we
prove that such R is the the ring of regular functions of an affine geometrically
irreducible algebraic curve, whose points in the closure have a total of m branches,
all of them corresponding to rational places in the field of rational functions of the
curve. Our approach also yields a lower bound for the minimum distance of the
evaluation codes that is, in some cases, better than the usual Goppa bound.

(Joint with E. Silva.)
1
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